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abstract 

Background: Defining SOPs for high containment facilities ensures the facility will function as  
required when occupied. These concepts include how the research is conducted as well as movement  
of personnel, animals and material within the containment boundary.

Methods: Research capabilities are enhanced when key functions are properly located within the 
building and the protocols are effectively articulated. This is reflected in the design to increase 
personnel safety and safeguard the containment boundaries, as well as improve research programs 
and facility performance. Three examples of design models show how containment operates based  
on varying SOP requisites.

Results: An outline of critical SOPs early in the design process will reduce or eliminate negative 
impacts on costs relative to square footage, design schedule, construction capital and operating costs.

Conclusions: Early SOP communication and collaboration with your design team will establish the 
proper foundation for a building that will function safely, within the expectations of containment design, 
adapt to your operational needs and enhance your research environment.
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Cost 
Shared decontainment  
zones allow for consolidation  
of expensive sterilization 
equipment and reduces costs.

Adjacencies 
No adjacency between containment 
and non-containment decreases  
efficiencies and requires additional 
protocols for personnel, animal 
movement and sample transfer.

Efficiency/Protocols 
Waste corridors shared with  
clean corridors require additional 
protocols for gown-in and bagged 
waste removal.

Flexibility 
Shared airlock zones 
between containment 
functions reduces  
flexibility for multiple 
pathogen research.

Flexibility 
(Shower Optional) 
Facility shared shower out 
protocols reduces flexibility 
with agent type research.

Risk 
Shared shower out zone  
increases risk associated  
with cross contamination  
between containment  
functions.

Cost 
Placing non-containment functions 
within the containment space escalates 
square footage costs.

Protocols 
Placing support inside containment 
unnecessarily requires additional  
protocols for support personnel.
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Adjacencies 
Direct relationship  
between containment  
and non-containment  
creates efficiency in  
personnel protocols,  
animal flow and  
sample transfer.

Flexibility 
Dedicated airlock zones between 
containment rooms and functions 
increases flexibility for multiple 
pathogen research.

Cost 
Placing non-containment functions 
outside the containment space  
reduces square footage costs.

Protocols 
Placing support outside of  
containment reduces cumbersome 
protocols for support personnel.

Flexibility 
(Shower Optional) 
Dedicated showers for individual rooms  
increases flexibility for multiple agent/
pathogen research.

Risk 
Dedicated shower out zones decreases  
risk associated with cross contamination 
between containment rooms and functions.

Efficiency/Protocols 
Separated clean and dirty zones  
reduce protocols required for gown-in 
and decontainment out activities.

Cost 
Shared decontainment zones allow for 
consolidation of expensive sterilization 
equipment and reduces costs.
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Risk 
Sterilizer access within containment  
reduces risk of containment breach.
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Adjacencies 
No adjacency between containment 
and non-containment decreases 
efficiencies and requires additional 
protocols for personnel, animal 
movement and sample transfer.

Cost 
Dedicated decontainment zones 
require doubling up on expensive 
sterilization equipment and  
increases costs.

Flexibility 
Independent airlock zones  
between containment functions 
increases flexibility for multiple 
pathogen research. Flexibility  

(Shower Optional) 
Shower out zones for specific  
functions increases flexibility for 
multiple select agent research.

Risk 
Shared shower out zones increases  
risk associated with cross contamination  
between containment rooms.

Efficiency/Protocols 
Waste corridors shared with clean  
corridors require additional protocols  
for gown-in and bagged waste removal.
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Risk 
Sterilizer access within 
containment reduces risk 
of containment breach.
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Evaluation of:   

Room and zone adjacencies/relationships 

Equipment (decontamination) location/consolidation 

Change rooms/shower out protocols 

Sample transfer

Impacts:   

Operational costs 

Construction costs 

Process flows and SOPs

non-containment  
vivarium

high containment  
vivarium

Risk 
Bagged waste transported out 
of containment zone to access 
the sterilizer increases risk for 
contamination breach.

decontainment zone

airlock zone

dirty/clean corridor dirty/clean corridor
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Cost 
Placing non-containment functions 
within the containment space escalates 
square footage costs.

Protocols 
Placing support inside containment  
unnecessarily requires additional  
protocols for support personnel.

decontainment zone

airlock zone

dirty/clean corridor


